Sudden cardiac death during open water swimming
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Since becoming an Olympic event in 2008, open water swimming has become one of the fastest growing mass participation sports worldwide; events have taken place with over 25000 participants. With these numbers comes an inherent risk of adverse medical events. The recently released USA Triathlon (USAT) Fatality Incidents Study reviewed data from 2003 to 2011 and reports that over that period 43 athlete fatalities were recorded during race events. Of these, five were considered ‘traumatic’, caused during cycling; of the remaining 38 deaths, 30 occurred during the swim.

These data suggest that a swim represents the greatest relative hazard associated with mass participation sports events. Despite this, the mechanism and cause of death remains something of a mystery; in the USAT Fatality Incidents Study, autopsy information was not reviewed, but it is concluded that ‘available data indicates the swimming fatalities appear to be caused by episodes of sudden cardiac death (SCD)’—having not found enough evidence of deaths caused by swimming-induced pulmonary edema (SIPE)—a popular theory of cause of death in the media and specific triathlon forums. There was also no clear evidence that swimming ability, anxiety, wet suit-related factors or medical problems such as stroke, seizure or syncope were responsible for the deaths during swimming. Furthermore, from other media reports, those that die are often regarded as being fit and healthy.

From the USAT study, swim death rates do not appear to have been influenced by the length of the race, method of swim start (mass, wave or time trial start), course conditions, organisation or previous triathlon experience. No information is given about when in the swims the problems occurred, for example, when swimmers were isolated or swimming closely with others; this information may have been revealing. The vast majority of the victims were rescued from the water and received cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and advanced life support measures at the scene.

It is noteworthy that all of the deaths occurred in open water as opposed to indoor swimming pools; however, it is a reasonable assumption that many of those that died during the swim will have trained in open water with similar temperatures and conditions, possibly excluding environmental factors as a contributory cause and raising the intriguing question of what it is about in a mass participation competitive event per se that is significant with regard to SCD? Kim et al report that many episodes of SCD during long distance running are thought to be due to an underlying, often unrecognised, abnormal heart condition such as coronary artery disease or hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. Previous autopsy findings in triathlon victims have shown cardiac abnormalities (eg, mild left ventricular hypertrophy or coronary artery anomalies) with no other explanatory cause for death. However, such pathology will be present during training as well as actual events. We have recently proposed a possible mechanism of SCD on immersion and other situations: ‘Autonomic Conflict’ (AC) occurs when both divisions of the autonomic nervous system are co-activated resulting in cardiac arrhythmias and, possibly, death. In the circumstance of an open water competitive swim, sympathetic activation could occur due to water temperature and exercise (also experienced during training), anxiety, anger/overcompetitiveness (competition-specific). Of all the emotions, anger is the one most associated with ventricular fibrillation; it increases the sympathetic tone while maintaining a parasympathetic tone. Parasympathetic activation could occur simultaneously as a result of facial wetting (experienced in training), water entering the nasopharynx and extended breath holding (both more likely in the confused water of a mass swim, figure 1).

Therefore, it seems possible that during a competitive open water swim, circumstances could arise that would increase the likelihood of AC producing a fatal arrhythmia in some people (figure 1). These circumstances (anger, competition, water entering the nasopharynx, extended breath holding) would not normally be present during open water swim training. Being an electric disturbance of the heart, it is not possible to detect AC post-mortem, and other pathology is usually sought (eg, ‘dry drowning’) or erroneously identified (eg, drowning) when undetectable cardiac problems result in the aspiration of water.

It is worth noting that even with good treatment for sudden cardiac arrest (prompt bystander CPR; early defibrillation and follow-up hospital care), the survival rate for sports-related sudden cardiac arrest is 10–29%. Thus, in comparison with the best that is currently available, there would seem to be little scope at present for preventing SCD in open water swimming events in terms of improved screening, organisation or rescue and resuscitation protocols. Hopefully, future research will help identify more precisely those that are at risk, and why.

Figure 1 It seems possible that, during a competitive open water swimming race, circumstances could arise that would increase the likelihood of autonomic conflict, producing a fatal arrhythmia in some people. These circumstances are less likely during training.
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